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IS IT THE END OF DAYS?
This week Assistant Forum Editor.
Matthew Thacker, discusses the
end-of-time prophecies that are set
to come due later this month on
December 21st. | PAGE 3
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Facebook
user hoax
goes viral
Fake privacy notice reposted
By Molly McNamcra
Reporter

Some Facebook users thought
they had been acting as citizen
legal scholars, long believing
that privacy notices posted by
others in their news feed would
protect them from copyright
thieves. Turns out, they've
been duped.
These
copied-and-pasted
messages has gained popularity
at various points in 2012 after
Facebook sent out an email
updating its privacy policy earlier in the year.
The status said in one version
that, "In response to the new
Facebook guidelines, I hereby
declare that my copyright is
attached to all of my personal
details, illustrations, comics,
paintings, professional photos
and videos ... For commercial
use of the above my written consent is needed at all times!"
By now, most users have
accurately deemed the status a
hoax, causing a response from
Facebook by clarifying its copyright terms.
"There is a rumor circulating that Facebook is making a
change related to ownership
of users' information or the
content they post to the site,"
said the statement released on
Facebook's Fact Check page.
"This is false. Anyone who
uses Facebook owns and controls the content and information they post, as stated in
our terms. They control how
that content and information
is shared. That is our policy,
and it always has been."
When a status surfaces on
Facebook filled with intimidating legal terms and copyright
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STUDENTS TALK about exam week and other topics at a listening circle event at The Common Good, a living experiment house on Crim Street

creating commonground
Three students conduct living experiment where visitors are always welcome.
ByAl.xAlu.h.ff
City Editor

For students Scott Brummel, Gabriel
Morgan and Rene Tricou, the door to their
home is always open.
As members of The Common Good,
the three are participating in a living
experiment that promotes living well and
promoting the idea of community in their
house on Crim Street.
"Right now its an open house for the
community to come and be at peace and
feel welcome," said Brummel, a junior and
volunteer coordinator.
The house is open 24 hours a day for
anyone to come in, get free food, meditate, sleep or just be listened to, Brummel
said.
For the three, just waking up can be
interesting.

See FACEBOOK | Page 2

Student construction
group wins first place

"You can have a nap and wake up to a
small party in the living room or wake up
to a new painting on the wall ... its awesome, like a series of beautiful mistakes,"
said Morgan, a senior.
Morgan describes the house as
social freedom for all visitors — being
allowed to come in at anytime and do
what you want.
This is the third year of the living experiment while the three roommates have
only lived in the house since the beginning of the year.
The theory behind the home was to get
people living together and see how they
could promote the welfare and empower one another, said Bill Thompson, a
Lutheran pastor and University adjunct
professor, who started The Common
Good in 1986 when he came to the city.
The group used to be located in the

United Christian Fellowship church on
Thurstin Avenue before moving to Crim
Street three years ago. The church was
torn down this summer and turned into
a parking lot.
As a pastor, he lived and worked in poor
neighborhoods in New York, where he saw
the importance of community and people
solving problems as a collective.
When he moved to Bowling Green, he
focused on raising awareness to college
students on how they could help people through volunteer work and service
projects.
"We need each other to live well,"
Thompson said.
Students face a lot of issues like debt
and low job prospects, and The Common
See COMMON | Page 2

TAKING A CLOSER LOOK AT THE LAST WEEK OF THE SEMESTER I PART 2 OF 5

THE FINAL COUNTDOWN | DINING

Students create construction plans in 24-hour contest
By Emily Gordon
Reporter

For the Student Construction
Management Association, hard
work paid off — in more ways
than one.
The team, comprised of
construction
management
majors, recently won first place
in two different contests at a
regional competition hosted
by the Associated Schools of
Construction.
The trophies and two cash
prizes of $1000 each will go

toward the association, said
senior Michael Green, vice president of the SCM A.
Green said he was surprised
by the dual victories.
"Both teams won the competitions ... it's rare for a school
to sweep like that," Green said.
"It's also rare because we went
from 10th place out of 12 [last
year| to 1st place out of 12."
In this competition, the construction students' most important tools were their brains
SeeSCMA|Page2

Grab a bite and be on time

Just keep swiping

Finish your holiday shopping

Need to get something to eat in between
exams or study sessions? Make sure you
know when each dining center or dining
location opens and closes during exam
week Sometimes different locations have
different hours since it is not a lull week of
classes. Check out the hours of different
locations
u^-auuid via
*ia a
a mil
link at BGNEWS.COM.

While Falcon Dollars roll over from fall
to spring semester, swipes just reset every
week Make sure you use your final week's
swipes before you head out of town for
break Grab your study materials and get a
seat in The Oaks for a few hours to eat or
take a few of your friends to Carillon Place
for a big lunch

Have a lot of Falcon Dollars left on
your student account? Finish up your
holiday shopping by purchasing someone special a mug, tumbler or coffee
from Starbucks or Dunkin' Donuts.
Starbucks is open from 7:30 a.m. to 10
p.m. today while Dunkin Donuts is open
from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. today
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FALCONS MEET THEIR MATCH

IS BGSU LIKE HOSTESS?

Despite being an entire country apart,

This week faculty columnist James

Bowling Green and San Jose State are

Pfundstein compares the University

very similar teams. The Spartans and
Falcons will face off in the Military Bowl
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on December 27th. I PAGE 5
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WHAT WOULD YOU SPEND YOUR LEFTOVER
i MEAL PLAN MONEY ON?
"I'd feed my addiction on

>oHc

Amazon.com."

to Hostess in arguing that both place
profits and money over workers and

Tricia Dillard

stude
students.

Freshman, Medical Lab Sciences

I PAGE 3

Campbell I lill Apartments
\iu\ offering: Full sized washei drvers
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Air condi tioni)
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Full) furnished
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FRI & SAT NIGHTS
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10PM til 2:30AM
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BLOTTER
SAT., DEC 8
6:31 A.M.
A juvenile was arrested fex criminal trespass within the 200 block
of Berteley Drive. He was lodged
in the Juvenile Detention Center.
4:13 P.M.
Lara K. kick. 51. of Cygnet Ohio,
was arrested fcr theft/shopiftirig
withii the 2100 block of E V\boster
St She was transported to the
Vhod County Justice Center.

4:42 P.M.
Complainant reported that her
Android phone and cover were
stolen within the 1000 block of
Fairview Ave. The phone is valued at $200.

SUN., DEC. 9
12:29 A.M.
Charles Henry Garland. 33. of
Las Vegas. Nev, was cited for
disorderly conduct/public urination within the 200 block of N
Church St
2:17 AM.

FACEB00K

From Page 1

policies, it's easy for users
to join the trend to protect
themselves, said senior
EllaChiantis.
"1 posted the status
when I saw it on my news
feed, because even though
I wasn't sure if it was real,
I'm always kind of cautious
when I see that stuff," she
said. "I ended up deleting
it not too much later after,
realizing it was definitely
fake."
While people think the
messages automatically
protect them, in truth,
such "notices" hold virtually no legal standing,
said Jim Foust, an associate professor of law and
ethics.
He said copying and
pasting any status with
such terms will always be
useless.
"People do post these
kinds of statuses, but the
fact is, none of that can
ever override the original terms you agreed to
when you signed up for

Facebook," Foust said.
Because these messages have gone viral before,
which have gained media
attention from CBSNews.
com in June and a formal
debunking from online
urban legend fact checker
Snopes, many users knew
of their inauthenticity.
"1 didn't even bother
reading the whole thing
when 1 saw it," said junior
Lauren Onda. "I've seen
these before and knew
nothing would come of it."
Despite these false
alerts, Facebook can
change their terms of use
at any time and is responsible for letting users
know they've changed;
users should be cautioned
to pay attention to any
sort of notification indicating changed policies,
Foust said.
"It's completely up to
Facebook on how upfront
they want to be with users
about changing their
terms," Foust said. "You
might just get a pop up
notification saying our
terms have changed and
ignore it, but those are the

Emily Learn Marie Shepherd. 21.:
and Bryce Lane Ousley. 18, both
of Willard, Ohio, were cited for
open container at Lot 6 downtown. Ousley was also cited for
underage possession of alcohol.
ONLINE: Go (o bgnewcom for
the complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966

times it might be worth
reading."
Facebook
remains
insistent that its users
will always own the content they post and that
Facebook will never share
it with others. However,
with the ability to share,
many users agree keeping a careful eye on what
you're putting out there
is key.
"Hoax or not, I know
whatever I put on my page
could have the potential
to get to people I'm not
friends with," Chiantis
said. "I try to be as careful as possible with what
I'm putting on Facebook
because you never know."
The growing visibility of people's lives on the
Internet is a great tool,
but can also be potentially dangerous even
with Facebook's copyright
terms in place, Foust said.
"Young people, especially, are sharing stuff in
a way that has never really
happened before," said
Foust. "It will be interesting to see the effects it
does have."

You deserve a factual look at...

The Forgotten Refugees
Why does nobody car* about the Jewish refugees from Arab land*?
The world is greatly concerned about the Arabs who lied the nascent state of Israel in 1948. But no mention is
ever made of the Jewish refugees from Arab lands. Their history is as compelling and arguably more so than
that of the Arab refugees from Israel.
A different history. It is instructive to compare the
What are tha facts?
history of those Jewish refugees with that of the Arabs
Jews in Arab countries. Jews have lived since
who
fled from Israel during its War of Independence.
Biblical times in what are now Arab countries. After
There were about 650.000 of them. Most left following
the Roman conquest. Jews were dispersed, mostly to
the strident invocations of their leaders, who urged
what are now the Arab countries of North Africa and
them to leave, so as to make room for the invading
the Middle East. Many Jews migrated to Ihe Iberian
Arab armies. After victory was to be achieved, they
peninsula - Spain and Portugal. They were expelled
could return to reclaim their property and that of the
from those countries at the end of the 15th century.
Jews, all of whom would have
They mostly migrated to the
been killed or would have fled.
Arab countries, where, by now.
Jews in Arab Countries
In contrast to the Jewish
they have been living for
1948
Now
refugees, who were quickly
almost 500 years, many Jews
integrated into Israel, the Arab
Algeria
140,000
(or over 2.000 years.
0
countries resolutely refused to
There is a myth that Jews Efvpt
75,000
100
accept the Arab refugees into
had
an
easy
life
in Iraq
135,000
100
their societies. They confined
Muslim/Arab countries. The
Lebanon
5,000
100
them into so-called refugee
opposite is the case. Jews
Libya
38,000
0
camps. Those camps are
under Islam were treated as
essentially extended slum
second-class citizens and Morocco
265,000
5,700
cities, where their descendants
worse. The relationship was Syria
10,000
100
- now the fourth generation governed by a system of
1,500
Tunisia
105,000
have been living ever since. The
discrimination, intended to
Yemen
55,000
200
reason for the Arabs' refusal to
reduce the Jews in those Arab
accept them was and still is the
countries to conditions of
desire to keep them as a festering sore and to make
humiliation, segregation and violence. They were
solution
of
the
Arab/Israel
conflict impossible. These
excluded from society, from government, and from
'refugees." whose number has by now miraculously
most professions. They were barely tolerated and
increased from their original 650,000 to 5 million, are
often, under the slightest pretext or no pretext at all,
seething with hatred toward Israel and provide the
were victimized by vicious violence.
cadres of terrorists and suicide bombers.
When Israel declared its statehood in 1948,
The Palestinian refugees occupy a unique place in
pogroms broke out across the entire Arab/Muslim
the concern of the world. Since 1947, there have been
world. Thousands died in this violence. Their homes
over 100 UN resolutions concerning the Palestinian
and businesses were destroyed, their women violated.
refugees. But there has not been one single
The vast majority of those Jews (led from where they
resolution addressing the horrible injustices done to
had lived for centuries. They had to leave everything
the nearly one million Jewish refugees from the Arab
behind. Most of those who were able to escape found
states.
their way to the just-created state of Israel.
There have been many millions of refugees in the
Over 850,000 Jews were driven from Arab countries,
wake of the Second World War. With only one
most of them in 1948. at the birth of Israel. Most of the
exception, none of those refugee groups occupy the
remainder were chased out during or immediately
interest of the world and of the United Nations in a
following the Six-Day War in 1967, when, in fury
major way. That one exception are the Palestinian
about the disastrous defeat, the "Arab street" erupted
refugees. In fact, a special branch of the United
and subjected its Jewish population to bloody
Nations (UNRWA) exists only for the maintenance of
pogroms. Israel received every one of those Jewish
those "refugees." In the over sixty years of the
refugees (rom Arab countries with brotherly open
existence of this agency it has cost many billions of
arms: it housed, fed, and quickly integrated them into
dollars, most of it - you guessed it - contributed by
Israeli society. They and their descendants now make
the United States.
up more than one-half of the country's population.
Jewish refugees from the Arab countries are the forgotten refugees. The world, and especially of course the Arabs,
claim compensation from Israel for the Arab refugees and insist on their return to what has been Israel for over
60 years. The Jewish refugees from Arab countries, all Israelis now, have no desire to return to their ancient
homelands, where they had been treated so shabbily and so brutally. But if there is to be any compensation, those
forgotten Jewish refugees are certainly entitled to such compensation as much as the Arab refugees. Anything
else would be an outrage and a great injustice.
•
hM tMtn pubiiarwd and paid lor by
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Facts and LogX About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 ■ San Francisco. CA 94159
Gerardo Jotfe, President
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From Page 1

good is just another way
to find meaning and purpose, he said.
Tricou, a senior, said
the group allows people
to just come in and relax.
"You don't have to put
on a front, you can just
be yourself and apply that
to a real world setting,"
Tricou said.
Other than providing
a free space for students
and community members to eat and meditate,
the group does volunteer
work through the MLK
Day of Service and hosting a food drive and pantry, Brummel said.
The next step for the
group is to identify brand-

SMCA
From Page 1
— given a construction
project, contestants were
given 24 hours to create
a presentation explaining
how they would construct
them, Green said.
"We get there on
a Wednesday, so on
Thursday morning at 6
a.m. we get up and they
give us a set of plans and
items and we work on it
all day, putting a price
together, getting quantities," he said. "At 11 p.m.,
we turn in a binder of our
made-up company with
all our info, resumes and
turn it in."
Green captained the
commercial team, he said,
which was assigned plans
for an apartment building.
SCMA member Alex
DeNigris captained the
civil team, which was
assigned plans for a water
treatment plant.
The next day, the
teams gave their presentations in front of a
panel explaining why
they were the best fit for
the project and why they

ing and become financially stable, Morgan said,
Morgan said this can
be accomplished through
fundraising and marketing, where the group
can sell fair-trade, massmarketable products like
scandals, scarves and coffee that also represents
the group.
The students have
always been enthusiastic
about what they are doing
and the plan is for the
group to be student run
next year, Thompson said,
who will be retiring this
year.
"The students will do
fine. They have a vision
and want something that
gives them an alternative," he said. "Its an open
sanctuary for the students to get away from the

should be hired for the
job, Green said.
DeNigris said the process became pretty stressful, but was worth it.
"It
was
definitely
a proud moment to
have both teams win,"
DeNigris said. "It was a
nice reward for all that
hard work."
DeNigris and Green
said the experience was
a great resume builder,
which is why the SCMA
can be so important for
construction management students to join.
"It's designed for three
main things: It's for students to build relationships with other construction students, to make
connections with the construction industry, doing
internships and meeting
with construction professionals that can enhance
your career," Green said.
"And the third one would
be to have fun."
DeNigris said the group
hosts many activities and
trips for members to bond
over, including canoe
trips, ski trips and touring
job sites.
The association also

"You can have a
nap and wake up
to a small party in
the living room or
wake up to a new
painting on the wall
... its awesome, like
a series of beautiful
mistakes."
Gabriel Morgan | Senior
University and just chill."
For more information
about The Common Good
and its meeting schedule, visit its website at
www.thecommongoodbg.
moonfruit.com/.

"It was definitely
a proud moment
to have both
teams win."
Alex DeNigris |
SCMA Member
hosts a job fair exclusively
for construction management students and a golf
outing at the beginning of
the year, Green said.
DeNigris said being a
part of the association
opens many doors for
students.
"[It shows that] you're
active," he said. "And we
bring in all the contractors to the students, that
networking aspect. As
long as you show up and
put forth effort, it's right
there."
SCMA President Bobby
Gittinger said he appreciates the friendships made
with members.
"It's a cool group of
guys and ladies with a
different kind of thinking," he said. "It's a group
of people with a common
interest."
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APARTMENTS

« Non-smoking
Buildings Available »
»l +2 BR

Apartments Available #
» Semester Leases *
» Minutes from BGSU *
* Pet Friendly Community *
* Utilities Included *
» Resonably Priced »

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:
300 Napoleon Road
"n Bowling Green

BUTT ONE, GET ONE FREE

Buy One, Get One FREE - Stop in this Tuesday and
when you buy any entree, we'll give you another entree
of equal or lesser value FREE.

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE
VALID AT DOWNTOWN BOWLING GREEN | 129 S MAIN ST

■

Mill: 12/U/12 mm in
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^ MEXICAN GRILL
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FORUM

RETWEETOFTHEWEEK
@JustinionMac Thinking about painting one of BG's
squirrels orange. #falconpride #bgsu
Tuesday. Detente 11,2012 5

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would you do with your leftover meal plan money?
"Put it toward
next year's books
and expenses"

Td buy books
for next
semester."

TOMCYPHERT
Freshman,
Visual Communication Technology

"Id put it toward
my tuition"

GRETTAMCMILLEN
Sophomore,
Intervention Specialist

BRITTANY MOBLEY
Junior,
Public Relations

k

"Put in a savings
fund for a rainy
day."

WISITUSAT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

JAMIE WADSWORTH
Freshman,
Early Childhood Education

It's the end of the FINALS WEEK SURVIVAL PLAN
FINALS
world as we know it ^WHICH
[WEEK SURVIVAL

On Dec. 21, 2012, the day
of the winter solstice, the
ancient Mayan calendar
runs out and all the planets in our solar system
will line up single-file
with the sun in the center
of our galaxy for the first
time in approximately
25,800 years.
The Mayans lived in
Central America from
about A.D. 300 to A.D. 900
They were meticulous
about keeping time and
created a calendar based
on the lunar cycles which
modern experts agree was
very precise. Their calendar accurately predicted
lunar eclipses thousands
of years in advance.
Because of this, people
have speculated that the
end of the Mayan calendar
next week predicts the end
of the world.
After watching 10 years
of Mayan calendar documentaries, I was fully
prepared to write why I
believe their calendar
does not predict the end of
the world. After all, when
making a calendar of the
future, wouldn't it have to
end at some point?
But, as I began researching, I discovered that the
Mayans are not the only
ones who predicted Dec.
21, 2012 as a date of worldwide significance.
One other such prediction comes from a
5,000-year-old
ancient
Chinese text called the
Iching (translated to mean
"The Book of Changes").
The Iching is a way to predict one's future, like a mix
of tarot cards and a zodiac
horoscope.
When using the Iching, a
person would flip a series
of coins that indicate one
of the series of 64 hexagrams listed; each hexagram then represented a
different prediction listed
in the text.
In the 1980s, a researcher noticed a pattern running through the 64 hexagrams of the Iching when
lined up. He plotted this
pattern on a graph, then
viewed it as a timeline of
recorded history, which
is about 4,000 years. The
graph's beginning was
around the time the Iching
was written, which is also
around the time consid-

"... the Mayans are
not the only ones
who predicted
Dec. 21,2012 as a
date of worldwide
significance."
ered by most scientists as
the dawn of civilization.
The researcher noticed
when the 64 hexagrams
were repeated 64 times in a
row, the graph's peaks corresponded with times of
great change and upheaval in the world including,
but not only, the fall of the
Roman Empire and the
two World Wars.
The historical timeline graph came to an
end on a very specific
date: Dec. 21, 2012.
And there are at least
another two or three places where 2012 has been
predicted to be either the
end of the world or a time
where an unprecedented change in the world
occurs — and the year is
nearly over.
Not all of them speak
of a Dec. 21 doomsday,
however.
One prediction spoke
of time travel, the theory
being that it will be invented at the end of 2012 and
we will have an influx of
tourists from the future (the
rationale that even with
time-travel technology, one
cannot go back further than
the invention of the time
machine).
So, what does all this
mean? Should we spend
these final days trying to
make friends with someone who owns a bomb
shelter?
The
most
honest
answer 1 can give you is
... I have no idea. I tend to
be skeptical of most predicted end-of-the-world
scenarios because, in
my 35 years, I have lived
through many of them
(the Y2K scare and 2011
Rapture come immediately to mind). But I never
rule anything out.
To paraphrase Socrates,
the only thing I know is
that 1 don't know jack.
Many of the 2012 prophecies also have a "leading
up to it" component that
say to be on the lookout
for things like war in the
Middle East and strange,
global weather disasters
SeeTHACKER|Page4
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War on marijuana is Don't let University go
futile, unnecessary the way of Hostess
^ 2f

IANZULICK
COLUMNIST

As a boy, I remember having
DARE officers come in and
speak to my classroom lull of
wide-eyed, young students to
educate us about the dangers
and consequences of substance abuse.
As I grew up, the widespread
reality of underage drinking,
controlled substance abuse
and illicit substance abuse
became apparent to me.
Then, my sophomore year,
I met a man who is still my
friend today who used marijuana on a daily basis.
His intelligence was obvious
and this ran in stark contrast to
what I had been led to believe
about individuals who use
marijuana. He wasn't dammyskinned and listless like a heroii user; he wasnt jittery and
unstable like someone who
abused cocaine
He was calm, fun and just a
great guy to be around.
Now, I will not make a case
for hard drugs like heroin,
cocaine, methamphetamine
etc., but I am confident when
I say that marijuana usage is

DANAE KING, CAMPUS EDITOR

not a behavior that should be
criminalized.
I remember being told
when I was an adolescent
"Don't do drugs," by parents
and authority figures alike,
but upon questioning them
privately, many of these individuals revealed to me that
they had engaged in the usage
of marijuana and other drugs
on numerous occasions.
Here's where he makes his
"Don't make my mistakesspeech. One elder in particular
explained to me that his drug
usage was "a product of the
age in which I lived,'' but be
that as it may, marijuana usage
wasn't invented by hippies at
Woodstock.
Indigenous peoples have
used the Cannabis plant in
ceremonies and recreationally for millennia; our parents'
generation (and for some of us
our grandparents' generation)
also used marijuana as it and
other drugs became unofficial
symbols of the counter-culture
of the 1960s and 70s. But history aside, there are practical
reasons for legalization
First and foremost there is
no compelling medical evidence to suggest that marijuaSeeZUUCK|Page4

Welcome to the Twinkieversity.
If that doesn't sound
like the opening of a
genial holiday column
full of finals-appropriate
calming wisdom ... that's
because it isn't.
1 had such a column halfwritten. It had a quotation from Seneca and was
smeared with 31 flavors of
irenic healing balm.
Maybe I'll send it your
way in the future. It's
timeless. But we do live in
a particular time.
In the time we live in,
the BGSU faculty is in its
second year waiting for a
contract and its third year
without a raise.
Tuition rose 3.5 percent this year, putting
the University among the
most expensive state universities in Ohio (more
expensive than OSU or
Ohio University), while its
faculty is the most poorly
compensated (at the 4th
percentile for assistant
professors at doctoral

institutions nationwide).
Meanwhile, at their
meeting this past Friday,
the BGSU Trustees voted
the University president (currently earning
$375,120) a two percent
raise and a $50,000 bonus.
When I say this does not
bode well, I don't mean
it as a personal attack on
President Mazey.
She is literally giving
the entire bonus away
to a scholarship fund.
Kudos to her. Her heart is
in the right place and she
backs up her intentions
with action.
But the attitude that
extravagantly rewards
management for poorly
compensating workers is
a disease.
It's a disease that has
become pandemic in
American business and
is now affecting the
academy.
The world was shocked
and saddened this year
to hear that Hostess, the
company that makes
Twinkies, was going out
of business. Then the
world said to itself, "When
See JAMES | Page 4
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SAT., DEC. 8
6:31 AM.
A juvenile was arrested for criminal trespass within the 200 block
of Berkeley Drive He was lodged
in the Juvenile Detention Center.
4:13 P.M.
Lana K. Iridc Sl.of Cygnet Oho
was arrested for theft/shoptftrig
withn the 2100 block of E Wbcster
St She was transported to the
VNfood County Justice Center.

4:42 P.M.
Complainant reported that her
Android phone and cover were
stolen within the 1000 block of
Fairview Ave. The phone b valued at $200

SUN., DEC. 9
12:29 A.M.
Charles Henry Garland 53. of
Las Vegas. Nev. was cited for
disorderly conduct/public urination within the 200 block of N
Church St
2:17 AM.

FACEB00K
From Page 1
policies, it's easy for users
to join the trend to protect
themselves, said senior
Ella Chiantis.
"I posted the status
when I saw it on my news
feed, because even though
I wasn't sure if it was real,
I in always kind of cautious
when I see that stuff," she
said. "I ended up deleting
it not too much later after,
realizing it was definitely
fake."
While people think the
messages automatically
protect them, in truth,
such "notices" hold virtually no legal standing,
said Jim Foust, an associate professor of law and
ethics.
He said copying and
pasting any status with
such terms will always be
useless.
"People do post these
kinds of statuses, but the
fact is, none of that can
ever override the original terms you agreed to
when you signed up for

Facebook," Foust said.
Because these messages have gone viral before,
which have gained media
attention from CBSNews.
com in June and a formal
debunking from online
urban legend fact checker
Snopes, many users knew
of their inauthenticity.
"I didn't even bother
reading the whole thing
when I saw it," said junior
Lauren Onda. "I've seen
these before and knew
nothing would come of it."
Despite these false
alerts, Facebook can
change their terms of use
at any time and is responsible for letting users
know they've changed;
users should be cautioned
to pay attention to any
sort of notification indicating changed policies,
Foust said.
"It's completely up to
Facebook on how upfront
they want to be with users
about changing their
terms," Foust said. "You
might just get a pop up
notification saying our
terms have changed and
ignore it, but those are the

Emily Leam Marie Shepherd. 21^
and Bryce Lane Ousley. 18. both
of Willard Ohio, were cited for
open container at Lot 6 downtown. Ousley was also cited for
underage possession of alcohol.
ONLINE: Go to bgmws.com for
the complete blotter let.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all (actual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966

times it might be worth
reading."
Facebook
remains
insistent that its users
will always own the content they post and that
Facebook will never share
it with others. However,
with the ability to share,
many users agree keeping a careful eye on what
you're putting out there
is key.
"Hoax or not, I know
whatever I put on my page
could have the potential
to get to people I'm not
friends with," Chiantis
said. "I try to be as careful as possible with what
I'm putting on Facebook
because you never know."
The growing visibility of people's lives on the
Internet is a great tool,
but can also be potentially dangerous even
with Facebook's copyright
terms in place, Foust said.
"Young people, especially, are sharing stuff in
a way that has never really
happened before," said
Foust. "It will be interesting to see the effects it
does have."

You deserve a factual look at...

The Forgotten Refugees
Why docs nobody car* about th« Jewish refugees from Arab lands?
The world is greatly concerned about the Arabs who fled the nascent state of Israel in 1948. But no mention is
ever made of the Jewish refugees from Arab lands. Their history is as compelling and arguably more so than
that of the Arab refugees from Israel.
A different history. It is instructive to compare the
What are the facts?
history of those Jewish refugees with that of the Arabs
Jews in Arab countries. Jews have lived since
who
(led from Israel during its War of Independence.
Biblical times in what are now Arab countries. After
There were about 650,000 of them. Most left following
the Roman conquest, Jews were dispersed, mostly to
the strident invocations of their leaders, who urged
what are now the Arab countries of North Africa and
them to leave, so as to make room for the invading
the Middle East. Many Jews migrated to the Iberian
Arab armies. After victory was to be achieved, they
peninsula - Spain and Portugal. They were expelled
could return to reclaim their property and that of the
from those countries at the end of the 15th century.
Jews, all of whom would have
They mostly migrated to the
been killed or would have fled.
Arab countries, where, by now.
Jaws In Arab Countries
In contrast to the Jewish
they have been living for
1948
Now refugees, who were quickly
almost 500 years, many Jews
integrated into Israel, the Arab
Alfaria
140,000
0
for over 2,000 years.
countries resolutely refused to
There is a myth that Jews Egypt
75,000
100
accept the Arab refugees into
had
an
easy
life
in Iraq
135,000
100
their societies. They confined
Muslim/Arab countries. The
Lebanon
5,000
100
them into so-called refugee
opposite is the case. Jews
18,000
Libya
0
camps. Those camps are
under Islam were treated as
essentially extended slum
second-class citizens and Morocco
265,000
5,700
cities, where their descendants
worse. The relationship was Syria
30,000
100
- now the fourth generation governed by a system of Tunisia
105,000
1,500
have been living ever since. The
discrimination, intended to
Yaman
55,000
200
reason for the Arabs' refusal to
reduce the Jews in those Arab
accept them was and still is the
countries to conditions of
desire to keep them as a festering sore and to make
humiliation, segregation and violence. They were
solution of the Arab/Israel conflict impossible. These
excluded from society, from government, and from
"refugees," whose number has by now miraculously
most professions. They were barely tolerated and
increased from their original 650,000 to 5 million, are
often, under the slightest pretext or no pretext at all,
seething with hatred toward Israel and provide the
were victimized by vicious violence.
cadres of terrorists and suicide bombers.
When Israel declared its statehood in 1948,
The Palestinian refugees occupy a unique place in
pogroms broke out across the entire Arab/Muslim
the concern of the world. Since 1947, there have been
world. Thousands died in this violence. Their homes
over 100 UN resolutions concerning the Palestinian
and businesses were destroyed, their women violated.
refugees. But there has not been one single
The vast majority of those Jews fled from where they
resolution addressing the horrible injustices done to
had lived for centuries. They had to leave everything
the nearly one million Jewish refugees from the Arab
behind. Most of those who were able to escape found
states.
their way to the just-created state of Israel.
There have been many millions of refugees in the
Over 850,000 Jews were driven from Arab countries,
wake of the Second World War. With only one
most of them in 1948, at the birth of Israel. Most of the
exception, none of those refugee groups occupy the
remainder were chased out during or immediately
interest of the world and of the United Nations in a
following the Six-Day War in 1967, when, in fury
major way. That one exception are the Palestinian
about the disastrous defeat, the "Arab street" erupted
refugees. In fact, a special branch of the United
and subjected its Jewish population to bloody
Nations (UNRWA) exists only for the maintenance of
pogroms. Israel received every one of those Jewish
those "refugees." In the over sixty years of the
refugees from Arab countries with brotherly open
existence of this agency it has cost many billions of
arms; it housed, fed, and quickly integrated them into
dollars, most of it - you guessed it - contributed by
Israeli society. They and their descendants now make
the United States.
up more than one-half of the country's population.
Jewish refugees from the Arab countries are the forgotten refugees. The world, and especially of course the Arabs,
claim compensation from Israel for the Arab refugees and insist on their return to what has been Israel for over
60 years. The Jewish refugees from Arab countries, all Israelis now, have no desire to return to their ancient
homelands, where they had been treated so shabbily and so brutally. But if there is to be any compensation, those
forgotten Jewish refugees are certainly entitled to such compensation as much as the Arab refugees. Anything
else would be an outrage and a great injustice.
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COMMON
From Page 1
good is just another way
to find meaning and purpose, he said.
Tricou, a senior, said
the group allows people
to just come in and relax.
"You don't have to put
on a front, you can just
be yourself and apply that
to a real world setting,"
Tricou said.
Other than providing
a free space for students
and community members to eat and meditate,
the group does volunteer
work through the MLK
Day of Service and hosting a food drive and pantry, Brummel said.
The next step for the
group is to identify brand-

SMCA
From Page 1
— given a construction
project, contestants were
given 24 hours to create
a presentation explaining
how they would construct
them, Green said.
"We get there on
a Wednesday, so on
Thursday morning at 6
a.m. we get up and they
give us a set of plans and
items and we work on it
all day, putting a price
together, getting quantities," he said. "At 11 p.m.,
we turn in a binder of our
made-up company with
all our info, resumes and
turn it in."
Green captained the
commercial team, he said,
which was assigned plans
for an apartment building.
SCMA member Alex
DeNigris captained the
civil team, which was
assigned plans for a water
treatment plant.
The next day, the
teams gave their presentations in front of a
panel explaining why
they were the best fit for
the project and why they

ing and become financially stable, Morgan said,
Morgan said this can
be accomplished through
fundraising and marketing, where the group
can sell fair-trade, massmarketable products like
scandals, scarves and coffee that also represents
the group.
The students have
always been enthusiastic
about what they are doing
and the plan is for the
group to be student run
next year, Thompson said,
who will be retiring this
year.
"The students will do
fine. They have a vision
and want something that
gives them an alternative," he said. "Its an open
sanctuary for the students to get away from the

should be hired for the
job, Green said.
DeNigris said the process became pretty stressful, but was worth it.
"It
was
definitely
a proud moment to
have both teams win,"
DeNigris said. "It was a
nice reward for all that
hard work."
DeNigris and Green
said the experience was
a great resume builder,
which is why the SCMA
can be so important for
construction
management students to join.
"It's designed for three
main things: It's for students to build relationships with other construction students, to make
connections with the construction industry, doing
internships and meeting
with construction professionals that can enhance
your career," Green said.
"And the third one would
be to have fun."
DeNigris said the group
hosts many activities and
trips for members to bond
over, including canoe
trips, ski trips and touring
job sites.
The association also

"You can have a
nap and wake up
to a small party in
the living room or
wake up to a new
painting on the wall
... its awesome, like
a series of beautiful
mistakes."
Gabriel Morgan | Senior
University and just chill."
For more information
about The Common Good
and its meeting schedule, visit its website at
www.thecommongoodbg.
moonfruit.com/.

"It was definitely
a proud moment
to have both
teams win."
Alex DeNigris |
SCMA Member
hosts a job fair exclusively
for construction management students and a golf
outing at the beginning of
the year, Green said.
DeNigris said being a
part of the association
opens many doors for
students.
"(It shows that) you're
active," he said. "And we
bring in all the contractors to the students, that
networking aspect. As
long as you show up and
put forth effort, it's right
there."
SCMA President Bobby
Gittinger said he appreciates the friendships made
with members.
"It's a cool group of
guys and ladies with a
different kind of thinking," he said. "It's a group
of people with a common
interest."
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squirrels orange. #falconpride #bgsu
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What would you do with your leftover meal plan money?
Tut it toward
next years books
and expenses*

Td buy books
for next
semester."

"I'd put it toward
my tuition"

k

"Put in a savings
fund for a rainy
day"
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BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor
a question? Give us your
feedback al bgnewscom

Its the end of the FINALS WEEK SURVIVAL PLAN
world as we know it
MATTHEWTHACKER
ASSiSANT FORUM

On Dec. 21, 2012, the day
of the winter solstice, the
ancient Mayan calendar
runs out and all the planets in our solar system
will line up single-file
with the sun in the center
of our galaxy for the first
time in approximately
25,800 years.
The Mayans lived in
Central America from
about A.D. 300 to A.D. 900.
They were meticulous
about keeping time and
created a calendar based
on the lunar cycles which
modern experts agree was
very precise. Their calendar accurately predicted
lunar eclipses thousands
of years in advance.
Because of this, people
have speculated that the
end of the Mayan calendar
next week predicts the end
of the world.
After watching 10 years
of Mayan calendar documentaries, I was fully
prepared to write why I
believe their calendar
does not predict the end of
the world. After all, when
making a calendar of the
future, wouldn't it have to
end at some point?
But, as 1 began researching, I discovered that the
Mayans are not the only
ones who predicted Dec.
21,2012 as a date of worldwide significance.
One other such prediction comes from a
5,000-year-old
ancient
Chinese text called the
Iching (translated to mean
"The Book of Changes").
The Iching is a way to predict one's future, like a mix
of tarot cards and a zodiac
horoscope.
When using the Iching, a
person would flip a series
of coins that indicate one
of the series of 64 hexagrams listed; each hexagram then represented a
different prediction listed
in the text.
In the 1980s, a researcher noticed a pattern running through the 64 hexagrams of the Iching when
lined up. He plotted this
pattern on a graph, then
viewed it as a timeline of
recorded history, which
is about 4,000 years. The
graph's beginning was
around the time the Iching
was written, which is also
around the time consid-

ftHERVS THE "DEWS LIST*
PACKAGE, THE *6MIN F°o Dn
PACKAGE , THE "STUDY BUDDY".
...OOOol WHATA&OuT

"... the Mayans are
not the only ones
who predicted
Dec. 21,2012 as a
date of worldwide
significance."
ered by most scientists as
the dawn of civilization.
The researcher noticed
when the 64 hexagrams
were repeated 64 times in a
row, the graph's peaks corresponded with times of
great change and upheaval in the world including,
but not only, the fall of the
Roman Empire and the
two World Wars.
The historical timeline graph came to an
end on a very specific
date: Dec. 21, 2012.
And there are at least
another two or three places where 2012 has been
predicted to be either the
end of the world or a time
where an unprecedented change in the world
occurs — and the year is
nearly over.
Not all of them speak
of a Dec. 21 doomsday,
however.
One prediction spoke
of time travel, the theory
being that it will be invented at the end of 2012 and
we will have an influx of
tourists from the future (the
rationale that even with
time-travel technology, one
cannot go back further than
the invention of the time
machine).
So, what does all this
mean? Should we spend
these final days trying to
make friends with someone who owns a bomb
shelter?
The
most
honest
answer 1 can give you is
... I have no idea. I tend to
be skeptical of most predicted end-of-the-world
scenarios because, in
my 35 years, I have lived
through many of them
(the Y2K scare and 2011
Rapture come immediately to mind). But I never
rule anything out.
To paraphrase Socrates,
the only thing I know is
that I don't know jack.
Many of the 2012 prophecies also have a "leading
up to it" component that
say to be on the lookout
for things like war in the
Middle East and strange,
global weather disasters
See THACKER | Page 4
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War on marijuana is Don't let University go
futile, unnecessary the way of Hostess

As a boy, 1 remember having
DARE officers come in and
speak to my classroom full of
wide-eyed, young students to
educate us about the dangers
and consequences of substance abuse
As I grew up, the widespread
reality of underage drinking,
controlled substance abuse
and illicit substance abuse
became apparent to me.
Then, my sophomore year,
I met a man who is still my
friend today who used marijuana on a daily basis.
I lis intelligence was obvious
and this ran in stark contrast to
what 1 had been led to believe
about individuals who use
marijuana He wasn't clammyskinned and listless like a heroii user; he wasn't jittery and
unstable like someone who
abused cocaine.
He was calm, fun and just a
great guy to be around.
New, 1 wiD not make a case
for hard drugs like heroin,
cocaine, methamphetamine
etc, but I am confident when
I say that marijuana usage is

DANAE KING, CAMPUS EDITOR

not a behavior that should be
criminalized.
I remember being told
when I was an adolescent
"Don't do drugs," by parents
and authority figures alike,
but upon questioning them
privately, many of these individuals revealed to me that
they had engaged in the usage
of marijuana and other drugs
on numerous occasions.
Here's where he makes his
"Don't make my mistakes"
speech One elder in particular
explained to me that his drug
usage was "a product of the
age in which I lived," but be
that as it may, marijuana usage
wasn't invented by hippies at
Woodstock.
Indigenous peoples have
used the Cannabis plant in
ceremonies and recreationally for millennia; our parents'
generation (and for some of us
our grandparents' generation)
also used marijuana as it and
other drugs became unofficial
symbols of the counter-culture
of the 1960s and 70s. But history aside there are practical
reasons for legalization
First and foremost there is
no compelling medical evidence to suggest that marijuaSeeZUUCK|Page4

Welcome to the Twinkieversity.
If that doesn't sound
like the opening of a
genial holiday column
full of finals-appropriate
calming wisdom ... that's
because it isn't.
I had such a column halfwritten. It had a quotation from Seneca and was
smeared with 31 flavors of
irenic healing balm.
Maybe I'll send it your
way in the future. It's
timeless. But we do live in
a particular time.
In the time we live in,
the BGSU faculty is in its
second year waiting for a
contract and its third year
without a raise.
Tuition rose 3.5 percent this year, putting
the University among the
most expensive state universities in Ohio (more
expensive than OSU or
Ohio University), while its
faculty is the most poorly
compensated (at the 4th
percentile for assistant
professors at doctoral

institutions nationwide).
Meanwhile, at their
meeting this past Friday,
the BGSU Trustees voted
the University president (currently earning
$375,120) a two percent
raise and a S50.000 bonus.
When 1 say this does not
bode well, I don't mean
it as a personal attack on
President Mazey.
She is literally giving
the entire bonus away
to a scholarship fund.
Kudos to her. Her heart is
in the right place and she
backs up her intentions
with action.
But the attitude that
extravagantly rewards
management for poorly
compensating workers is
a disease.
It's a disease that has
become pandemic in
American business and
is now affecting the
academy.
The world was shocked
and saddened this year
to hear that Hostess, the
company that makes
Twinkies, was going out
of business. Then the
world said to itself, "When
See JAMES | Page 4
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Syria poses nuclear,
possible threat
"... other reports
are saying
that Western
In a previous column of mine,
the Syrian civil war and a lack
of U.S. intervention was discussed. International involvement was vetoed by China and
Russia in the United Nations,
meaning that little could be
done about the conflict.
But intervention will happen
if Syria uses chemical weapons on its citizens, according
to statements by President
Obama and other leaders.
But now, the war in Syria
might be coming to an end
or some kind of major turning point as the rebels fight for
Damascus, the nation's capital.
Even though the rebels
started fighting as the underdogs without skills, training
or the correct weapons, they
have straightened themselves
out and become a formiddable
force, surpassing the regime's
fighting force.
Recently, the rebels have
been successful in taking over
oil fields and important territories, along with downing
many military aircraft at the
Damascus airport.
Another factor in making the
rebels more successful includes
the rebels being able to seize
plenty of weapons at a base,
which forced the government
to destroy their own bases to
keep the rebels from seizing
control and using the supplies
they would have found.
Along with their other
achievements, the rebels are
now able to defend against the
regime's air strikes.
Even though the rebels have
taken over the country, the
regime still has the advantage
in fire-power but has lost control of the country and they still
have the power of the chemical
weapons in their hands.
Reports from American
intelligence say that the
regime is prepping chemical weapons to use, forcing
the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization, or NATO, to
send missiles and troops to
the Turkish border just in
case the regime does plan on
using chemical weaponry.
The Syrians have a stock pile
of sarin (a coloriess. odorless
liquid used in chemical warfare) which has either been
loaded or not loaded onto
planes to be dropped over the
civilians of Syria.
The regime has sixty days
to use the mixture that makes
up sarin before it expires, put-

intelligence and
sources are vague
and inconsistent."
ting a time frame on if the
regime plans on deploying
the nerve gases.
The regime could also be
moving around the chemicals
to prevent the rebels from gaining yet another advantage over
the regime, raising skeptics'
concerns about what exactly is
going on.
Many are keeping it fresh in
our minds about the last time
America assumed a country
had chemical weapons and
the consequences that came
along with the invasion of
Iraq in 2003.
But while the Western countries are preparing for the possible use of chemical weapons
on Syria's part, Syria claims
that the West is making these
accusations up so they can
intervene, stating that it would
be suicide for the regime to kill
their own people (even though
the death toll of the Syrian civil
war has reached 40,000 plus,
doubling since Sept.).
Along with Syria claiming
that the West is just looking
for excuses to intervene, other
reports are saying that Western
intelligence and sources are
vague and inconsistent.
If Syria does plan on using
chemical weapons, the kickbacks from this decision will
cause a chain reaction of intervention from the West, along
with the loss of diplomatic support from China and Russia.
Without the support of China
and Russia, Syria is losing two
important allies that help support their economy.
After 19 months of just standing aside and watching the
Syrians fight and thousands
die, America is finally taking
baby steps toward putting an
end to the civil war in Syria
with the help of NATO.
The bloodshed of thousands of men, women and
children will come to an
end, giving Syria a chance
to rebuild and become a
functioning democracy.
But that road will be a long
and winding path, given what
the country has gone through
in the past year.

Respond to Cassie at
theriews@bgneuis.com

PORTHE

Bring Home A Sweet Tradition
pick up a Pumpkin Roll or Cheesecake at any
Outtakes store, the Sweet Sboppe, or The Black

JAMES
From Page 4

was the last time I had a
Twinkie, anyway?" and
went back to its life.
Hostess management
insisted that the company had hit the rocks
because of union stubbornness: They wouldn't
allow their compensation to be cut again and
that was destroying the
company's chance at
profitability.
Then it came out that
the management had
been assigning itself
enormous raises — lifting the pay of the top four
executives between 70
and 80 percent even as
the company was going
into bankruptcy.
And that's just one
example of a long-term,
nationwide trend of overcompensating executives.
Since 1978, CEO pay has
increased an average of
725 percent; in the same
stretch of time, workers'
pay increased only 5.7
percent, according to a
study from the Economics
Policy Institute.
It's not because these
executives have been so
successful, either. The
people who ran Lehman
Brothers (including Ohio
Gov. John Kasich) were
receiving enormous paydays even as their businesses failed.
They milked that cow
until it died and the resulting financial crisis was the
taxpayer's job to fix.
The people who do the
work don't count in this
country anymore. That
simple fact, not "big gov-

THACKER
From Page 3

in the final months before
the big day.
That being said, there
have been at least 60
earthquakes registering
above a 6.0 on the Richter
Scale between May 1 and
Dec. 1 of this year, in

ZULICK
From Page 3
na usage is any more harmful
than alcohol or tobacco use.
The hemp plant can also be
used to make oils, fibers and
paper. Marijuana has also been
proven to have medicinal value.
Above .ill. we could turn it
into the cash crop of the 21"
century. I am not suggesting
that marijuana is harmless, nor
am I suggesting that there is no
risk of dependence, but why is
it that marijuana is singled out
in this debate?
According to a family friend (a former nurse),
smoking one joint of mari-

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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"The people who
do the work don't
count in this
country anymore.
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That simple face
... is the reson why
the middle class
is shrinking and
the economy is
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Respond to lames at
thenews@bgnews.com
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SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve.
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"[T]here have been at least 60
earthquakes registering above a 6.0
on the Richter Scale between May 1
and Dec. 1 of this year..."
places ranging from New
Zealand to Maine. And
of course, we remember
mega-hurricane Sandy
from late October. There

was also military struggle
this past month between
Israel and Palestine in the
Holy Land.
So in closing, every-

juana is equivalent to smoking 20 tobacco cigarettes.
This is an example ol why the
anti-marijuana stance makes
absolutely no sense.
I, at 21 years of age, can go
to any tobacco-vending outlet
and buy a pack of cigarettes,
then smoke all 20 of them at
once as easily as 1 could (if 1
were so inclined) acquire and
smoke a marijuana cigarette.
It makes no difference what
the conversion ratio is (given
that said ratio even exists).
Inhaling any smoke into
your lungs is harmful As an
occasional user of tobacco, I
am aware of the risks. It seems
that lawmakers have decided
(and not arbitrarily, I might

add) that their highly-taxed
cash crop poisoas are the only
moral poisons.
Thea of course, there is the
"gateway drug" idea. This is a
quintessential example of a
slippery slope fallacy.
The idea is if I am willing to
smoke marijuana, then what
am I not willing to do (as far as
drugs are concerned)? At first
glance, this argument doesn't
seem so far-fetched, but if I
change the context it would
be something along the lines
of "If you cheat on a math test
you're just as likely to cheat on
your girlfriend" This argument
can be seen for how flawed and
nonsensical it realty is.
In today's world where nota-

TIRE SALE

one have a happy rest
of the holiday season
and hopefully we shall
all meet again on the
other side of this mystical date safe and sound
And if not, good luck and
Godspeed!

Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com

ble politicians, such as former
presidential candidate Ron
Paul openly support marijuana legalization and where
many states have now legalbed it it is unfair to caricature
marijuana users as bumt-out
Sublime fans.
Many of our parents and
grandparents smoked pot and
many of us have already or will
in the future.
There has not been a single
recorded death from marijuana use and the continued
nimiilali/iitii HI of it is cosdy,
futile and unnecessary.

Respond to Ian at
thenews@bgnews.com
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SHOP. SCHEDULE SAVE.

COODfrtAB
BUY 4, GET UP TO

Days Inn

Swamp Pub gc B«ifo November 1« - December 14.
Pumpkin RoJI
CheeMcafca
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1

struggling."
ernment" or unions or
any of the favorite scapegoats of Fox News is the
reason why the middle
class is shrinking and the
economy is struggling.
And
it
happened
because we let it happen.
But we don't have to let
it go on happening.
We can stop it: in
Washington, in Michigan
(where the legislature
rammed through a unionbusting law in a single day
over the protests against
the Republican governor),
wherever it needs to be
stopped.
But let's start here. Bad
enough was the nightmare that the Univeristy
might become just another University of Phoenix
— a for-profit parasite
that preyed on students
instead of benefiting them
and their community.
But what if we woke up
one morning and found
that the mighty University
falcon was replaced by a
bankrupt Twinkie?

7

8

MONTHLY
SPECIAL
■ Newly renovated, very
clean, beautifully appointed
guestrooms

9.W
12.99

<:>«>••• from 'unpin

■ All Rooms equipped with
fridge & microwave

fliMMW

• Free cable TV and High
Speed wireless internet

• Free continental breakfast

-- '^»,<J..ltf,W,lJ

Right Across from BGSUI

$550/monthly
plus tax or

$199/weekly
plus tax per week,
including all utilities
MENTION AD TO HECIEVE DISCOUNT'

CALL NOW 419 352-1520
1740 E Wooster St

LEASING FOR
FALL 2013

W^wmJW

CALL FOR DEPOSIT SPECIALS!
(419)352-0717
CREEHMIAH, INC

www.greenbriarrentals.com
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SPORTS

TWEET #BOWLBOUND
Will you make the trek to D.C. for this season's
bowl game7 Let us know by tweeting #bowlbound

at @Tht_BG_Ntw»
Tuesday. December 11.2012 5

KNOW
—SJSU

— BGSU

\yjns during the r
past four seasons
"

'09

'10

Season Sacks

Chris Jones, DT

Travis Johnson, DE

TERRELL LLOVO

P"O"0 PROVIDED BYSAN JOSE STATE ATHLETICS

BG, San Jose State ready to square off in Washington D.C, teams share similarities
By Ryan Satkowialc
Senior Reporter

Despite radical differences in style of play, BG and Military Bowl opponent, San Jose
State, really aren't that different.
Sure, the Spartans are 11th in the nation in passing yards per game and have beaten
teams with that explosive offense, compared to the suffocating defense that helped BG
win eight games, however the No. 24 Spartans (10-2,5-1 Western Athletic Conference)
and Falcons have followed similar trajectories to get to where they are.
In 2010, the Spartans were the worst team in the nation — 1-12 with the sole victory
against Southern Utah of the Football Championship Subdivision.
That was head coach Mike Maclntyre's first season at the school. He inherited a
team that went 2-10 the season before.
Coincidentally, BG was also one of the worst teams in the nation in 2010, finishing
2-10 with wins against Marshall and Central Michigan.
The only difference here is 2010 was BG head coach Dave Clawson's second sea-

son. However, following a successful 2009 that saw the team graduate most of its
core group of players, both Clawson and Maclntyre were in similar positions in 2010:
coaching painfully-young teams badly in need of an infusion of talent.
Both teams received that. The Spartans and Falcons both improved to 5-7 in 2011,
before reaching the win totals they have this season.
For the Falcons, the improvement to 8-4 was modest and expected. The jump San
Jose State made was a bit more unexpected.
"It feels gratifying to have success this season. I asked our kids how many thought
we would have a chance to win 10 but winning 10 from where we've come from is big,"
Maclntyre said following the Spartans' 52-43 win against Louisiana Tech on Nov. 24.
"We are back on our way up. We have a lot to do and you can either get better or worse
so we will keep pushing along and keep going."
A big reason for the Spartans' success has been quarterback David Fales, a junior
college transfer from Monterey Peninsula College. His 294 completions (in 408
See FOOTBALL | Page 6

Passing Yards (TD, Int.)
David Fales. QB
David F.l.s

3,798 (31,9)

Quarterback

Matt Schilz, QB

2,426 (14,12)

teams BG faced
that had been
ranked this season

- Florida
Toledo
Ohio
-Virginia Tech
Kent
SJSU

SPORTS
BRIEF

teams for
San |osc State

Utah St.
Stanford
LA Tech.

San Jose Head Coach
leaves to coach Colorado

Colorado had been searching for two weeks
before settling on Maclntyre for five years at 12
million per season

After three seasons coaching the San Jose
State Spartans. Mike Maclntyre will be leaving
to coach at the University of Colorado

Colorado finished 2012 with a 1-11 record
something Maclntyre should be familiar with.

Maclntyre inhereted the Spartan's program
at a rough spot and went 1-11 his first season
the worst record in Division I football.
TflWfUUOyo i fHOTOPHOVMDBVSANJOSESTATtHThUTICS

San Jose State athletics will make the call
on whether Maclntyre will coach the Spartans
during the Military Bowl on Dec 27 within 24
to 48 hours.

SPORTS
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The Daily Crossword Fix

Strength in schedules
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BG, San Jose State play different teams, share victories over Idaho
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27-14
21-13
27-15
37-0
48-8
24-10
37-12
24-0
24-3
26-14
31-24
21-7

Overall 8-4 (6-2)

#24 San Jose State

i

<»> #21 Stanford
UC Davis
Colorado St.
@ San Diego St.
<s> Navy
Utah State
@ Texas, San Antonio
Texas State
<s> Idaho
<a> New Mexico St.
BYU
Louisiana Tech

20-17
45-13
40-20
38-34
12-0
49-27
52-24
31-20
42-13
47-7
20-14
52-43
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(s> #23 Florida
Idaho
<s> Toledo
<s> Virginia Tech
Rhode Island
@ Akron
Miami
<s> Massachusetts
E. Michigan
@ Ohio
Kent St.
Buffalo
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ACROSS

39
40

1 K!p-hopfan
5 Les _ -Unis
10 Olympian's goal
14 Smidgen
15 Chevy Blazer, now
16 Orchestral wind
17 'One to four Inches per
day, for bamboo
19 Endorse, In away
20 Rice-_
21 Toga party costume
23 Take part in a 1920s fad
26 Like a prof, emeritus
27 Big pitcher
28 'Noted scythe bearer
33 Lowly laborer
34 Goody two shoes
35 "1973 Thomas Pynchon novel

Oaf
Take for a time
'Backet' star
No page-turner
Ordinal suffix
Roofer's goo
Obsessed fictional captain
For the full nine months
Garden apparatus
Dad-blasted
Drama award
Theater section
It might be pounded out
"True dat,' quaintly
Do more than listen
44
'_ Around': Beach
45
Boys hit
'Iliad' setting
46
"Recapping ..."
47
Pint seller
Old Japanese capital
•;8
Remote button
49
Test showings
52
Silence
53
Robot play
54
'Now We _ Six': Milne 55
Thoughtless way
56
to stare
60
Nutritional Tigs.
61
First-class

41 Concerning the ears
42 Japanese noodle
43 "Wrestling style that forbids
holds below the waist
46 First responders. briefly
50 Cyclotron input
51 Meeting
53 Eleanor Rigby. for one
57 Snorer's problem, perhaps
58 Hops dner
59 'Pearl Jam genre
62 Attend to, as a job opening
63 Come out with
64 Wrath, in a hymn title
65 'South Park" co-creator
Parker
66 Nonlethal weapon
67 Recipe amts.

Overall 10-2 (5-1)

FOOTBALL
From Page 5

attempts) this season set a
San Jose State record.
He was one of the key
players in Maclntyre's
second recruiting class at
San Jose State, and rated a
three star recruit by Rivals,
com. The first-year starter
threw for 3,798 yards and
31 touchdowns to help
guide San Jose State to its
best season since a 9-4
record in 2006.
"It's crazy. You dream
of playing games like
this," Fales said following the team's win
against Louisiana Tech.
"We're excited. We are
a great team. We have
some great leadership
and good seniors who
know what to say at the
right time. I'm excited for
where we're going."
Despite playing in a
conference that is fighting
off extinction, thanks to
recent defections by Boise
State, Nevada, Fresno State
and Hawaii, the Spartans'
still played a formidable
schedule this season.
They nearly upset thenNo. 21 (and now No. 6)
Stanford on the opening
weekend of the season, but
lost 20-17. The Spartans
other loss came to No. 22
Utah State 49-27.
Along the way, the
Spartans picked up wins
against Mountain West
Conference co-champion
San Diego State, an eightwin Navy team and a ninewin Louisiana Tech.

Despite their differences
in style of play, the Falcons
and Spartans do have
some similarities in on the
field, namely on defense.
Led by Mid-American
Conference
Defensive
Player of the Year Chris
Jones, the Falcons have the
ninth-best scoring defense
in the nation, allowing
15.8 points per game.
The Spartans' defense,
led by WAC Defensive
Player of the Year Travis
Johnson, have a defense
that is ranked in the top10 nationally in turnovers
gained (tied for seventh),
fumbles recovered (tied
for first) and quarterback sacks (fifth). The
Spartans are 25th in scoring defense, allowing 21.4
points a game.
Johnson, a defensive
end, and Jones have been
near carbon copies of
each other in terms of onfield production this season. Johnson has 12 sacks,
60 tackles, 19 tackles for
a loss, five quarterback
hurries and two forced
fumbles.
Jones has 12.5 sacks,
41 tackles, 19 tackles for
a loss, five quarterback
hurries and two forced
fumbles.
That eerie similarity
between each team's best
defensive player sums up
this game perfectly: Two
mid-major schools who
are currently trending up,
thanks to head coaches
who inherited tough situations and were able to turn
around their respective
programs.

rm SUMMIT
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TERRACE
mUWLM APARTMENTS
Fewer Bills Better Value
Get your application into us
by December 31 st and
Get 1/2 off your Security Deposit
Smoke FREE
buildings available

For Rent
"Houses SApts 13-14 SY
2 large houses next to campus.
up to 8 NR allowed on lease.
CartyRentals com / 419-353-0325

Classified Ads
419-372-0328
The BG New* will noi knowingly
actept advertisement* thai discriminate, oi encourage discrl ml nation
Snsi any Individual or group on
bail* of race. *ei, color, erred,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, Mains <i» a veteran,
or on the basis of any other legally
protected slams.
The BG News reserve* the right to
decline, discontinue or revise any
advertisement such as those found
to be defamatory, lacking in factual
basis, misleading or false in nature All
advertisements are subject to editing
and approval.

Help Wanted
Bartending, up to $300/day.
No exp. needed, training avail,
call 800-965-6520x174.
IMMEDIATELY seeking those
who possess HONESTY,
energy, self-confidence and
CHEERFULNESS to work M-F,
one to three 8am-2pm shifts in a
residential cleaning business
$8-10/hr based on exp.
Contact MighlyMouseMaid ASAP
mightymouse2246@yahoo.com

wvvw.summitterracebg.com

Highland Management
Now leasing for 2013-2014 s.y
1 & 2 bedroom apartments.
Call 419-354-6036. M-F
bghighlandmgmt.com

2 & 3 BR apts & townhouses.
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th Sis
Avail May S Aug 2013.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudleyrentals com
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HOUSES close to campus!
Now renting 2013-2014 leases.
Frobose Rentals - 419-352-6064
www.froboserentals.com

3 room efficiency, furnished,
$350/mo, available August 15th.
120 Reed St Call 419-601-3225

1BR lower duplex, parking incl..
avail February, $425/mo ♦ elec
Immaculate! Call 419-654-5716

31 Elm St-4 BR 1 1/2 bath,
deck, garage, W/D, avail next SY.
Please call 419-305-5987
May 2013 • 12 mo. leases
412 E. Court -4BR house,
133 Manville • 5BR house,
837 Third St B • 3BR duplex.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

1 BR apt. close to campus. Ideal
for grad students, avail late Dec.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414

1 room studio, shared bath, turn.
Avail June 15th! $275/mo + elec.
Call 419-601-3225.

Subleaser needed - Spring Sem.
1 BR unfurnished apt. W/D Incl.
2 blocks from campus.
Call 651-295-2792.

Shamrock Village Studios
"worth every shilling"
• starting at $425.00
HOW
Renting

FEATURES:
•Free wireless internet
•Fully equipped kitchen
•Full bath
• Includes all utilities
• Fully Furnished
• Semester/Summer/
Year leases available

tor soring

2013

UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE &
UNIVERSITY
COURTS
Comfortable 1 & 2 bedroom apartments
Located @ Clough and Mercer
Visit our model unit
419.352.0164
www.universityapartments.us

F EE

V

3 BR house tor rent, avail Aug,
W/D, AC, fenced yard.near campus 1 dog OK 419-494-3844

from

M
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For Rent

Your Home Away
from Home

419.354.0070
1724LWMSter
www.shamrocMig.com
email: lifo@shimracUig.com

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2013
Amenities included in many of our houses:
- Riroshed w" uniWiUshed
- Washer and Dryer

GAS & HEAT
I and 2 car garages
- Full basements
- Most homes areNEWorREMOOaEO

-

Air corMfitionirtg
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases
Microwaves
Walk in closets

WATER
CABLE

419-806-4855
summitCgerdenich.com

Shamrock Studios
Leasing for spring semester and
beyond starting at S425, includes:
all util. cable, fully furnished, WiFi,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com

ANSWERS

'•.

For Rent

Season's Greetings

Check out our other
FREE amenities!
473 S. Summit St.
Bowling Green, OH

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3. M-F
www.BGApartments.com

Lousy liquor
Mobster's code of
silence
Lively wit
They may have
fake IDs
Work boot feature
Treacherous types
Freelancer's end.
Like fuzzy slippers
Poker holding
Cruise destination
Wearying routines
Once known as
Canine warning
that the answers to
starred clues have
in common, initially

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
SHUTTLE
24 HR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE

3-6 People allowed depending on location
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.cofn
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